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1 Introduction

Nonlinear chemical dynamics covers a wide scale of special phenomena and patterns, among which

the dissertation gives insight into two types of instabilities that occur in autocatalytic ionic reactions:

lateral front instability and Turing instability.

The interaction of autocatalytic chemical reaction and transport processes lead to a propagating

chemical front. The front structure can be influenced in several ways depending on the type of trans-

port process coupled with the reaction. Under appropriate circumstances a planar front propagating

in a homogeneous medium may lose its stability and build cellular structures. This phenomenon is

called lateral instability, when along the interface between the initial and final state, i.e., along the

chemical front, concentration gradients perpendicular to the direction of propagation arise.

If diffusion acts only among the transport processes of the reaction system, namely we exclude

the effect of convection, perturbations along the propagating chemical front decrease as a result of

the diffusion of the autocatalyst. The diffusion of the reactants works to the contrary, hence the

condition of lateral instability in a reaction-diffusion system is that the flux of the reactant across the

front overcomes that of the autocatalyst. Consequently, pattern formation becomes controllable via

altering the flux of the key species.

Turing structures can arise as a diffusive instability in systems including positive feedback, where

the key species are intermediates. The condition of instability—similarly to the diffusion-driven front

instability—is the lower diffusional flux of the autocatalyst with respect to the inhibitory species.

Upon this condition, a homogeneous stationary state loses its stability to spatial perturbations resulting

in a stationary spatial pattern with distinct wavelength.

In reactions between ionic species external or internal electric field may modify the onset of

instability by creating migrational fluxes in or opposite to the direction of the diffusional fluxes. The

dissertation gives a description on the processes and conditions underlying the instability in these

reaction-diffusion-migration systems.

The migration-driven lateral instability has been examined experimentally in the chlorite–tetrathio-

nate reaction by applying external electric field parallel to the direction of front propagation. Theo-

retical investigations have been carried out in simple prototype autocatalytic systems, supporting the

experimental study. The results are not only in a good agreement, but also give basis for the general

conditions to observe migration-driven front instability in various reactions.

The theoretical investigations furthermore have considered the effect of local electric field built

up by the system itself due to the ionic species. The extent of diffusion-driven instability from species
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with different mobility and charges has been examined in various models exhibiting lateral front and

Turing instability.

2 Applied methods

2.1 Experimental

The convection-free medium was ensured by using acrylamide-N,N’-methylene-bisacrylamide-methac-

rylate copolymer, containing carboxylate groups, as an immobile binding agent for decreasing the

amount of free autocatalyst. The hydrogel was placed in an external electric field maintained with

Pt-electrodes parallel to the direction of front propagation. Planar fronts were initiated with electrol-

ysis and the pattern formation was monitored by an imaging system. From the evolution of front

profiles the velocity of front propagation and the degree of front instability were determined with

Fourier transformation. The fronts were characterized quantitatively by dispersion relations and front

amplitudes. The dispersion curves are the growth rate coefficients of Fourier modes as a function of

wave number. The wave number corresponding to the maximum of the curve shows the mode ini-

tially determining the loss of stability; the marginal wave number separates the positive and negative

growth rate coefficients, i.e., the domain of unstable and stable modes.

2.2 Modeling

The balance equations describing the reaction-diffusion-migration system augmented with the charge

balance of the ionic species yield a boundary value problem for planar fronts in a moving coordinate

system, which was solved with the relaxation method. The appropriate boundary conditions outside

the finite grid were obtained from the exponential concentration profiles resulting from the phase

space analysis of the trajectory corresponding to the planar front. We used linear stability analysis

for determining the stability of planar fronts with respect to transverse spatial perturbation, that of

homogeneous steady state to spatial perturbation, and constructed the dispersion curves that quanti-

tatively characterize the onset of instability. The evolving front structures and concentration profiles

were also calculated in the two-dimensional system with the Euler-method.
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3 New scientific results

3.1 Migration-driven front instability in the chlorite-tetrathionate reaction

I. The effect of inhomogeneous electric field fundamentally differs from that of constant electric

field, because it acts independently of H+-binding. [1]

Experiments carried out applying inhomogeneous electric field with immobilization of some

amount of autocatalyst showed that in positive electric field ionic migration in the direction of

diffusion enhances the instability, while the opposite orientation stabilizes the planar front by re-

ducing the initial perturbations. These tendencies were the same using different immobilization.

In inhomogeneous electric field the driving force of instability resides in the difference between

the migrational fluxes of the key species.

II. In the chlorite-tetrathionate reaction, we have shown experimentally that in reaction-diffusion-

migration system lateral instability can be induced by applying an inhomogeneous electric field

which selectively increases the flux of reactants. [2]

In the absence of external electric field and without any immobilization of hydrogen ions, the

planar front remains stable as indicated by the negative growth rates in the dispersion curve (see

Fig. 1, �). Placing the front in positive electric field the loss of stability is distinctly observable:

cellular structure develops as shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding dispersion curve (x), describ-

ing the contribution of the different Fourier-modes, contains positive growth rate coefficients

in a wide range. The dispersion curves also illustrate that the extent of instability increases

on increasing the current density, since both the wave number of the most unstable mode and
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Figure 1: Experiments without immobilization: Images of fronts with J = 0.0 mA/cm2 (A), and
J = +6.15 mA/cm2 (B) current density, and dispersion curves (c) reflecting the consequences of
increasing current density. Arrow shows the direction of front propagation.
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the marginal wave number increase with current density, which also indicates that more cells

evolve with smaller wavelength. The negative field, however, reduces the experimental noise

and flattens the planar front completely (◦).

3.2 Migration-driven lateral instability

III. The conditions and the driving force of migration-driven instability have been established. For

simple cubic autocatalysis, the critical current density required for the onset of instability is

determined by the ratio of the electric conductance of the product and the reactant solution and

by the difference between the charge of the autocatalyst and that of the reactant. [3]

Five different autocatalytic models have been investigated theoretically where both the charge

difference between the key species and the order with respect to the autocatalyst in the rate

law have been varied. Based on our results, the migration-driven instability arises under the

following conditions: For the existence of lateral front instability a "pushed" chemical front is

required, i.e., in a simple autocatalytic reaction, the order with respect to the autocatalyst must

be greater than one. Furthermore, the electric conductance must increase in the course of the

reaction, giving rise to an inhomogeneous electric field followed from the stoichiometry of the

reaction.

The higher is the difference in specific conductance—and so the difference of electric field

strength—between the product and reactant side, the greater is the extent of instability as il-

lustrated by Fig. 2. The dispersion curves, and hence the instabilities, are different due to the
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Figure 2: Dispersion curves (a) and local fields (b) in three different systems with j = 0.4 current
density. In the reactions B corresponds to the autocatalyst.
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difference in the increase of net charge. This supports the statement that with increasing charge

difference of the key species the degree of instability also extends.

The critical current density necessary for the loss of stability may be described by the formula

jcr ≈
C

(zB− zA) κ−∞/κ∞
,

where C = 0.9±0.1, κ−∞/κ∞ is the ratio of specific conductance in the product and the reactant

solution, zB − zA is the charge difference between the key species.

3.3 Diffusion-driven front instability in ionic systems

IV. We have demonstrated theoretically that in ionic systems the local electric field built up by the

species with different charge and mobility may significantly alter the extent of lateral instability.

[4]

In autocatalytic fronts with the autocatalyst diffusing at slower rate, the extent of diffusion-driven

front instability depends on the charges of the species as shown in Fig. 3 for cubic autocatalysis.

In these systems a local electric field is built up due to the difference in diffusion coefficients.

Depending on the charges of species, the local field may either increase the extent of instability

or decrease it. For positively charged autocatalyst in cubic autocatalysis, a positive electric field

at the front further enhances lateral instability, while in case of negative autocatalyst a negative

field tends to stabilize transverse perturbations. In the latter case, complete stabilization of the

planar front is observed for the A−
→ B− system.
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Figure 3: Dispersion curves calculated in different systems with the same diffusion coefficient of

autocatalyst (a) and the corresponding local fields (b).
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3.4 Turing instability in ionic systems

V. We have shown that the charge distribution of the species alters the extent of Turing instability

similarly to the tendencies observed in the case of diffusion-driven lateral front instability. [4]

Turing instability in the Schnakenberg model has been studied with various charges on the

species. When the homogeneous state is unstable to spatial perturbations, a local electric field is

built up as the pattern appears due to the difference in diffusion coefficients. Depending on the

charges of species, the local field may either increase the extent of Turing instability or decrease

it, similarly to that observed for lateral front instability. If the key species have opposite charge,

the local field increases the extent of Turing instability, while stabilizing effect is observed in the

model where they have the same charge as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Dispersion curves of models including differently charged autocatalyst (a) and the cor-

responding local electric fields (b). The inhibitor is in both cases negatively charged. Grey scale

representation of the one dimensional Turing pattern (c) .
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